The VX400 Covert Deployable Pole Camera System

Intelligent Surveillance Solutions for Law Enforcement

i2c Technologies
High-Tech yet Low-Key, the VX400 Covert Deployable Pole Camera System is a complete HD video surveillance system hidden in a rugged covert housing that resembles a power transformer. It easily mounts on a standard utility pole and includes NDAA compliant cameras that are eligible for use in federal, military, and federally funded applications.

When fully equipped, it features an AXIS 10X optical PTZ camera (or upgraded 24X PTZ), an advanced 4G LTE cellular data modem for live monitoring and remote camera control, and an onboard PC for 24/7 recording, fast retrieval of key video, and a bandwidth-friendly performance.

The VX400 can support a variety of data connections including fiber, copper, and wireless (point to point, point to multipoint, and mesh). Multiple units can stream video back to a centralized server, eliminating the need for an onboard PC.

Our user-friendly video management software provides easy retrieval, archive, and distribution of recordings. It features a robust archive viewer that displays the video in clips. This enables users to remotely search a day’s worth of recordings in mere seconds. Once the desired video is located, only the needed clips are downloaded which conserves cellular bandwidth.

Every VX400 purchase includes remote set-up and configuration by our U.S.-based tech support team and a full one-year warranty which covers all parts, support, and software updates. Affordable extended service agreements are available to keep your VX400 system like new.

It’s discreet appearance and ability to be rapidly deployed make the VX400 an ideal tool for covert surveillance operations, monitoring major outdoor events, and providing law enforcement with situational awareness, as well as a wide variety of other uses. Units ship anywhere in the continental U.S.

### VX400 Features:
- Designed for one-man deployment
- Weighs under 50 lbs
- Requires only 110VAC for power
- Remarkable HD clarity, even in low light
- Onboard Storage of 45-60 days of 24/7 recordings
- Uses less than 5GB of bandwidth per month

### A fully-equipped VX400 includes:
- Rugged powder-coated steel housing (14”W x 24”H x 17”D)
- An AXIS HD 10X optical PTZ camera (or upgrade to 24X)
- i2c video management software
- Rugged PC with 1TB storage
- Advanced 4G LTE cellular data modem
- A one-year warranty

### Available Accessories:
- IR Illuminators
- Pelican case for convenient transport and storage
- Loudspeaker for 2-way audio communication
- Dedicated point to point wireless for remote line of sight deployment
- Unit can accommodate up to 3 fixed cameras for 270 degree view

### Available Offers:
- Ohio state term pricing for Ohio law enforcement agencies
- Discounts when purchasing multiple units

### The VX400 is ideal for:
- Law Enforcement
- Border Patrol
- Drug Task Force
- Game Wardens
- Investigators
- Utilities
- Military
- Ports and Marinas
- Homeland Security

### Need a Customized Unit?
Our engineers can design a VX400 to meet your specific needs.